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"investigating adolescent health communication: a corpus" does indeed push back boundaries: in applied linguistic research practice, in methodology, in its rich interdisciplinarity and in its potential for impact on a key and hitherto relatively
neglected area of social life. It is a model of applied linguistics in action and it brings to the arena a use of corpus linguistics which is distinctive, richly nuanced, and exemplary.

investigating adolescent health communication: a corpus  a comprehensive corpus analysis of adolescent health communication is long overdue “and this book
provides it. we know comparatively little about the language adolescents use to articulate their health concerns, and discourse analysis of their choices can shed light on their attitudes towards and beliefs about health and illness.
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examining the discourse of mental illness in a
corpus of this chapter charts recent developments in the burgeoning field of corpus-based health
communication research and presents a series of studies which aptly illustrate the utility of corpus linguistic techniques for undertaking in-depth, quantitative and qualitative examinations of health-related language data. investigating adolescent health (pdf) health communication and adolescents: what do their
the aims of this study were to investigate concerns and difficulties relating to communication among adolescents seeking online health advice. the study design was a corpus linguistic analysis of

â€˜is this normal?â€™: examining sex education in a corpus of this is a unique corpus study in that it considers similarity as well as
difference in the data by investigating the recurring concern with normality that is evident in both decades of the corpus. (2013) investigating adolescent health communication: a corpus linguistics approach. London: Bloomsbury.

*The Routledge Handbook of Corpus Linguistics* this will make use of the one-million-word adolescent
health email corpus (ahec), a collection of adolescent health emails taken from a UK-based health website, a data-set originally compiled by Harvey. The corpus study here offers us a means of investigating and understanding the language young people use in relation to sexual health issues.
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Introduction

Adolescent sexual and reproductive health has emerged as an area of key concern in the world.

According to UNFPA (2011), one person in five worldwide is an adolescent, which
translates to a global adolescent

parental influences on adolescent decision making and this article reviews the literature in the area of parental and maternal influences on contraceptive decision making, thus determining future directions of research and potential interventions. A review of published literature
using pubmed, cinahl, infotrack, science and technology, and medline spanning 1980-2007 was used to gather information. results from 35 research studies and 15 scholarly a review of studies of parent-child communication about parent-child sexuality communication has been identified as a protective
factor for adolescent sexual and reproductive health, including HIV infection. The available literature on this topic in sub-Saharan Africa is increasing; however, a systematic review of studies has not been conducted. This article reviews the literature in the area of parental or caregiver and child communication about what we know about the
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